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THE IMAGE OF MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN POETRY IN THE SERBIAN ANTHOLOGIES

This paper focuses on the anthologies of modern American poetry published in Serbia after WWII and on the image that Serbian readers have been able to form more. The image of modern and contemporary American poetry in the Serbian anthologies. This paper focuses on the anthologies of modern American poetry published in Serbia after WWII and on the image that Serbian readers have been able to form of that poetry. Ideal for courses in modern American poetry, modern American literature, modern or contemporary poetry, creative writing-poetry, and American studies, Anthology of Modern American Poetry introduces students to the last 100 years of our poetic heritage in a uniquely rich and provocative format."...more.

Get A Copy. Amazon. Stores â–¾. Audible Barnes & Noble Walmart eBooks Apple Books Google Play Abebooks Book Depository Alibris Indigo Better World Books IndieBound. Libraries. Paperback, 1296 pages. The Modern American Poetry Site - Originally conceived as a companion website to a prominent poetry anthology, the Modern American Poetry Site has...Â Cary Nelson created the site (known by its acronym MAPS) to accompany the Anthology of Modern American Poetry, which he edited for Oxford University Press. Since then, the site has become a growing, collaborative project that encourages original critical essay contributions. MAPS is organized into over one hundred and fifty sections on individual poets. The sections include a biography, historical background, criticism, and a range of multimedia options, such as online exhibits, external links, audio recordings, images of manuscripts, and timelines.